
8/17/21 LCD: Analysis Team 

Attendees: Mary, Phil, Sean, Aubin, Natalie, Erin 

 

Social, Cultural, Economic team 

● Meeting will be August 31st at 11am 

 

Conceptual models 

● Sean is working on sprucing them up and standardizing them 

● Shrubland, grassland, aquatic and riparian - should be coming along in the next week or 

so 

○ Definition for riparian - the terrestrial and near shore vegetation communities - 

what is happening above the water - also include groundwater and surface water 

interactions; wetlands and aquatic = in the water 

■ Erin will provide feedback on aquatic, wetland, and salmonids conceptual 

models - Sean will send a powerpoint with all the conceptual models 

○ Phil will export his models on Miradi 

○ If you have time, look over the Miradi tutorial at the top of the program screen 

 

Website 

● Individual pages for each focal feature 

○ Marxan maps, conceptual model 

○ Does not yet include the Social and cultural features - might be good to include a 

placeholder to note that we are working on it 

■ Landscape features> ecological features (coarse and fine) and social, 

cultural, & economic features 

■ Mary will explore the option of creating anchors on the landscape feature 

page 

■ Natalie will send the flickr account to all 

● Process: 

○ Once it is posted, the A team will review 

○ Then, we will promote the website to leadership team and roundtable - can do a 

walk through on next week’s leadership team call 

 

Roundtable 

● Roundtable wants to feature LCD in their annual conference - likely about 1.5 hrs to 

present 

○ Would be good to have different voices 

● Things to ensure: that the LCD content is not redundant at the CMP and RT forums; flag 

early on in discussions what the CMP role on the landscape is; make it clear that CMP is 

the LCD convener 

 

Survey Monkey 

● Intent: open up conversation with Subject matter experts 

● It will take about 15 minutes 



● Many of the folks this survey will be sent to are people sean has communicated with in 

the past 

○ How do we make this look exciting in people’s inbox?? 

○ Have agency leads to prompt staff to complete the survey 

● Natalie, Mary, and Sean will create the feature specific surveys 


